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                        Protection: This Uniform Resource Locator or URL:  is owned or published under permission by the owner of this channel. The audio and or video presentation is original content and or contains original content published under permission including but not limited to text, design, images, photographs, audio and video and are considered to be the Intellectual Property of the owner of this channel, whether copyrighted or not, and are protected by DMCA.com Protection Pro Service using but not limited to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act Title 17 Chapter 512 (c)(3). Reproduction or re-publication of this content is prohibited without permission. This statement and the protection service connected to it is no way a replacement of or connected to any similar statements or services provided to the content owner by this service platform.

                        Digital Millennium Copyright Act: Is part of US Copyright Law. It addresses penalties for copyright infringement found on the Internet. This act protects content creators by "establishing procedures for proper notification" to OSPs when copyright infringement is identified online. Online Copyright Infringement Liability Limitation Act (OCILLA), Title II is part of the DMCA as Section 512 to the Copyright Act and creates a conditional safe harbour to liability for copyright infringement by online service providers. These procedures allow proper DMCA Takedown Notices to be filed by the owner of this website or DMCA.com, as their designated agent, to an OSP in case infringed material has been detected on their servers.
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            Why am I seeing this Website Certificate

            This DMCA.com status page is linked to DMCA.com Protection Badge located on a webpage. This Certificate provides a statement of webpage content ownership. It also provides the website visitor with the status of the website owners' content protection. Learn More
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            DMCA.com is a global leader in Free & Premium Content Protection Services

            How does it work?

            A DMCA.com Protection Badge  is added to a website to provide content protection.
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                                DMCA.com is the one stop shop for all your DMCA & internet copyright needs. It provides customers a variety of tools to help detect and defend against online theft of content.
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            DMCA.com (a private company) operates a free for public and commercial use content registry. Restrictions apply.
            
            Asset Protection Details
            
            This asset : https://www.dmca.com
            
                            
                 Protection level 1
                
                 Added to database
                
                 Account verified  
                        Account verifiedAccount Verified means dmca.com has a billing relationship with this account.

                 Domain ownership verified Domain ownership verified

                
                    
                    
                    YouTube Validated  YouTube ValidatedThe User has verified they control the YouTube channel  from which this content came
                
            
            
            
                What does protected by dmca.com mean?

                	It has been added to the dmca.com content registry
	DMCA.com grants your content an id and a badge and QR code to be used for public identification purposes, all these links and ids link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
	Content status page
	Tracking and change info preserved and public
	Others can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
	A badge and QR code to be used for public identification purposes, all these links and ids link back to your profile
	The asset and claim are subject to public claims and dispute mechanisms
	Account Verified means dmca.com has a billing address on file and or/active billing relationship
	Domain Ownership Verified means dmca.com has confirmed the DNS / page is controlled by given name
	Platform / Channel Ownership Verified means dmca.com has confirmed the ownership of the platform channel/user is controlled by the listed party
	Extra validation levels are detailed where presented see below for more
	It's subject to various monitoring and tracking based on what sort of plan the user has chosen
	Various degrees of deterrent


            
            
            
                Why should I "protect" my content with dmca.com

                	Get your content registered in a globally recognized 3rd party system / db
	DMCA dashboard
	Access a dmca toolkit
	Once in our system takedowns, monitoring, lookups etc are much easier and more convenient
	Over 400 million assets already under protection
	If your asset is correctly registered it likely qualifies for specific protections. 


            
            
            
                Extra validation can include but are not limited to:

                	Digitally signed
	Legal paperwork submitted
	Personal identity verified
	DUNS Business ownership verified
	Legal ownership documentation provided
	Judges orders provided
	DMCA.com legal team statement of ownership
	Notarized Claim provided
	Government certificate provided
	Copyright registration provided
	Trademark registration provided
	Creative Commons license assigned
	Affidavit provided assigned
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                                         Maximum domains/ sitesMaximum number of domains/ sites can add to DMCA dashboard. Extra domains are $1/mo addon.
                                    	
                                          Maximum domains/ sitesMaximum number of domains/ sites can add to DMCA dashboard. Extra domains are $1/mo addon.
                                        3 domains
                                    	
                                          Maximum domains/ sitesMaximum number of domains/ sites can add to DMCA dashboard. Extra domains are $1/mo addon.
                                        10 domains
                                    	
                                          Maximum domains/ sitesMaximum number of domains/ sites can add to DMCA dashboard. Extra domains are $1/mo addon.
                                        50 domains
                                    
	
                                         Custom LogoAdd logos to all protected items
                                    	 Custom LogoAdd logos to all protected items	
                                         Custom LogoAdd logos to all protected items
                                        
                                        
                                    	
                                         Custom LogoAdd logos to all protected items
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Custom creator profileA public list that shows all the items a creator/owner has in DMCA system
                                    	 Custom creator profileA public list that shows all the items a creator/owner has in DMCA system	
                                         Custom creator profileA public list that shows all the items a creator/owner has in DMCA system
                                        
                                    	
                                         Custom creator profileA public list that shows all the items a creator/owner has in DMCA system
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Digital SignatureDigitally signed content ownership verification type
                                    	
                                         Digital SignatureDigitally signed content ownership verification type
                                        
                                    	
                                         Digital SignatureDigitally signed content ownership verification type
                                        
                                    	
                                         Digital SignatureDigitally signed content ownership verification type
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Add ItemsItems add to dmca.com content registry. Get your content registered in a globally recognized 3rd party system.
                                    	
                                         Add ItemsItems add to dmca.com content registry. Get your content registered in a globally recognized 3rd party system.
                                        
                                    	
                                         Add ItemsItems add to dmca.com content registry. Get your content registered in a globally recognized 3rd party system.
                                        
                                    	
                                         Add ItemsItems add to dmca.com content registry. Get your content registered in a globally recognized 3rd party system.
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Max itemsUnlimited number of items can add to dmca.com content registry. Over 400 million assets already under protection
                                    	
                                         Max itemsUnlimited number of items can add to dmca.com content registry. Over 400 million assets already under protection
                                        Unlimited
                                    	
                                         Max itemsUnlimited number of items can add to dmca.com content registry. Over 400 million assets already under protection
                                        Unlimited
                                    	
                                         Max itemsUnlimited number of items can add to dmca.com content registry. Over 400 million assets already under protection
                                        Unlimited
                                    
	
                                         DashboardIn DMCA dashboard takedowns, monitoring, lookups etc are much easier and more convenient
                                    	
                                         DashboardIn DMCA dashboard takedowns, monitoring, lookups etc are much easier and more convenient
                                        
                                    	
                                         DashboardIn DMCA dashboard takedowns, monitoring, lookups etc are much easier and more convenient
                                        
                                    	
                                         DashboardIn DMCA dashboard takedowns, monitoring, lookups etc are much easier and more convenient
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                                         APIDMCA API access
                                        
                                    	
                                         APIDMCA API access
                                        
                                    	
                                         APIDMCA API access
                                        
                                    
	
                                         QR Codedmca.com grants your content a QR code to be used for public identification purposes, QR code link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                    	
                                         QR Codedmca.com grants your content a QR code to be used for public identification purposes, QR code link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                        
                                    	
                                         QR Codedmca.com grants your content a QR code to be used for public identification purposes, QR code link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                        
                                    	
                                         QR Codedmca.com grants your content a QR code to be used for public identification purposes, QR code link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Site ProfileOthers can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
                                    	
                                         Site ProfileOthers can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
                                        
                                    	
                                         Site ProfileOthers can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
                                        
                                    	
                                         Site ProfileOthers can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Shorty URLPermanent, shortened hyperlink to content status page
                                    	
                                         Shorty URLPermanent, shortened hyperlink to content status page
                                        
                                    	
                                         Shorty URLPermanent, shortened hyperlink to content status page
                                        
                                    	
                                         Shorty URLPermanent, shortened hyperlink to content status page
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Site AlertsTracking and change info preserved and made public
                                    	
                                         Site AlertsTracking and change info preserved and made public
                                        
                                    	
                                         Site AlertsTracking and change info preserved and made public
                                        
                                    	
                                         Site AlertsTracking and change info preserved and made public
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Encrypted fingerprintdmca.com grants your content an id and a badge and QR code to be used for public identification purposes, all these links and ids link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                    	
                                         Encrypted fingerprintdmca.com grants your content an id and a badge and QR code to be used for public identification purposes, all these links and ids link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                        
                                    	
                                         Encrypted fingerprintdmca.com grants your content an id and a badge and QR code to be used for public identification purposes, all these links and ids link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                        
                                    	
                                         Encrypted fingerprintdmca.com grants your content an id and a badge and QR code to be used for public identification purposes, all these links and ids link back to your dmca.com profile(s)
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Account VerificationAccount verified means dmca.com has a billing relationship in place. Extra verification levels are detailed where available.
                                    	
                                         Account VerificationAccount verified means dmca.com has a billing relationship in place. Extra verification levels are detailed where available.
                                        Level 1
                                    	
                                         Account VerificationAccount verified means dmca.com has a billing relationship in place. Extra verification levels are detailed where available.
                                        Level 2
                                    	
                                         Account VerificationAccount verified means dmca.com has a billing relationship in place. Extra verification levels are detailed where available.
                                        Level 3
                                    
	
                                         DIY DMCA TakedownsDMCA.com offers a complete online toolkit for you to create, research and conduct your own takedowns. Complete with: an easy to use takedown case management system, website detective, auto-generating takedown form, and a download option so you can email the takedown request
                                    	 DIY DMCA TakedownsDMCA.com offers a complete online toolkit for you to create, research and conduct your own takedowns. Complete with: an easy to use takedown case management system, website detective, auto-generating takedown form, and a download option so you can email the takedown request	
                                         DIY DMCA TakedownsDMCA.com offers a complete online toolkit for you to create, research and conduct your own takedowns. Complete with: an easy to use takedown case management system, website detective, auto-generating takedown form, and a download option so you can email the takedown request
                                        
                                        
Pro Version
                                    	
                                         DIY DMCA TakedownsDMCA.com offers a complete online toolkit for you to create, research and conduct your own takedowns. Complete with: an easy to use takedown case management system, website detective, auto-generating takedown form, and a download option so you can email the takedown request
                                        
                                        
Custom Version
                                    
	
                                         DIY templates (US, EU, India)Includes the following DIY DMCA Templates (US, EU, INDIA)
                                    	 DIY templates (US, EU, India)Includes the following DIY DMCA Templates (US, EU, INDIA)	
                                         DIY templates (US, EU, India)Includes the following DIY DMCA Templates (US, EU, INDIA)
                                        
                                    	
                                         DIY templates (US, EU, India)Includes the following DIY DMCA Templates (US, EU, INDIA)
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Right click blockingDisable right click on web pages
                                    	 Right click blockingDisable right click on web pages	
                                         Right click blockingDisable right click on web pages
                                        
                                    	
                                         Right click blockingDisable right click on web pages
                                        
                                    
	
                                         Copy scannerCopy scanner
                                        	 Copy scannerCopy scanner	
                                         Copy scannerCopy scanner
                                        
                                    	
                                         Copy scannerCopy scanner
                                        
                                    
	
                                         MonitoringKeep an eye on your digital content with DMCA.com's Monitoring Services
                                    	 MonitoringKeep an eye on your digital content with DMCA.com's Monitoring Services	
                                         MonitoringKeep an eye on your digital content with DMCA.com's Monitoring Services
                                        
                                        
10 items/mo
                                    	
                                         MonitoringKeep an eye on your digital content with DMCA.com's Monitoring Services
                                        
                                        
100 items/mo
                                    
	
                                         image lookupImage monitoring is the ability to scan daily, weekly, monthly for one or more images of your choice. You simply upload 1 or more photos and we monitor them as often as you like. Image monitoring uses 5 scan credits (more expensive than text). A scan credit is 1 scan per month. So to monitor 1 image every week would be 5 scan credits per week. Need more? you can easily upgrade from your dashboard. Volume discounts apply
                                    	 Image lookupImage monitoring is the ability to scan daily, weekly, monthly for one or more images of your choice. You simply upload 1 or more photos and we monitor them as often as you like. Image monitoring uses 5 scan credits (more expensive than text). A scan credit is 1 scan per month. So to monitor 1 image every week would be 5 scan credits per week. Need more? you can easily upgrade from your dashboard. Volume discounts apply	
                                         Image lookupImage monitoring is the ability to scan daily, weekly, monthly for one or more images of your choice. You simply upload 1 or more photos and we monitor them as often as you like. Image monitoring uses 5 scan credits (more expensive than text). A scan credit is 1 scan per month. So to monitor 1 image every week would be 5 scan credits per week. Need more? you can easily upgrade from your dashboard. Volume discounts apply
                                        
                                        
10 items/mo
                                    	
                                         Image lookupImage monitoring is the ability to scan daily, weekly, monthly for one or more images of your choice. You simply upload 1 or more photos and we monitor them as often as you like. Image monitoring uses 5 scan credits (more expensive than text). A scan credit is 1 scan per month. So to monitor 1 image every week would be 5 scan credits per week. Need more? you can easily upgrade from your dashboard. Volume discounts apply
                                        
                                        
100 items/mo
                                    
	
                                         content ownership
verificationTracking and change info preserved and made public. Others can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner    
                                    	
                                         Content ownership
verificationTracking and change info preserved and made public. Others can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
                                        
                                        
Claim Only
                                    	
                                         Content ownership
verificationTracking and change info preserved and made public. Others can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
                                        
                                        
Assigned per item 
                                    	
                                         Content ownership
verificationTracking and change info preserved and made public. Others can view the ownership / profile information of claimed owner
                                        
                                        
Assigned per item 
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